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For decades, emerging markets has been targeted by investors, who has invested in different economic 

areas of emerging economies. There have been markets and sectors which have rewarded their investors with good 

returns. Turkish market has been one of the most promising markets out of the MINT (Mexico, India, Nigeria, 

Turkey) countries. Since the late 20th century, Turkey has been granting incentives, partnerships to the investors in 

various markets. Today, Republic of Turkey is a serious hub for international trade, with its ports, facilities, ease of 

access and optimal geographical positioning. It must also be stated that Turkey has been the choice for investors 

for its incentives, benefits and returns to the investors. 

The construction market is one of the most prominent investment areas in Turkey. Since the beginning of 

21st century, Turkey has taken a long way to improve its infrastructure and general landscape. Turkey has achieved 

this with the help of investors who has invested in various major projects, such as energy production facilities, 

bridges, tunnels and metro lines.

This  presentation has been prepared to inform those who would  consider Turkey for their investments in 

a construction project, about legal framework, incentives and public duties. 

PREFACE



FOUNDATION
OPTIONS

▪ To take part in construction of facilities in Republic of Turkey, there are two foundation
options. These options will allow the investor to obtain a legal entity in Republic of
Turkey. Obtaining a legal entity will allow a Company to enjoy legal incentives and
protections offered by Turkish legal system.

▪ Establishing a Company: A Company (whether Limited or Joint Stock) could be
established to attend in construction of facilities. Establishment of a company is not
strictly necessary but under certain occasions, it must be imperative for attending to a
certain tender; as the holding administration of said tender might require ‘a Company
established in Turkey’ in its tender requirements.

▪ Establishing a Branch: Establishing a branch in Turkey will allow a Company to
operate in Turkey. However, as stated above, establishment of a company might be
necessary for certain tenders held by Turkish administrations. Establishing a branch does
not grant an incentive towards public duties such as tax. The branch is responsible for
public duties as the Company.

▪ Exception: For certain tenders, the holding administration might not require the
attendees to be situated in Turkey. These foreign based companies might apply for these
tenders as a part of a consortium with Turkish partners.
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GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT

• Since its foundation in 1923, Turkey has constructed a considerable amount of its infrastructure or
factories by the hand of the State. However, 8th President of Turkey, Turgut Özal, brought a
handful of reforms to the table in 1992. these reforms envisioned a more liberal economy, in line
with the principles of free markets; promoting investments from foreign companies and individuals.
With these reforms, “Build-Operate-Transfer” (“BOT”) schematic was implemented in Turkish
regulations. BOT is a method of Public Private Partnership (“PPP”).

• In accordance with BOT, the investor would undertake any costs of building a project, such as
tunnels, metro lines, bridges, energy plants etc; would operate them for a specific time, such as 20
years, 49 years depending on the specific regulations; then would transfer the ownership to an
administration which would be determined by a regulation.

• For these government contracts, tenders are being held by administrations which are responsible of
the specific project at hand. To attend a tender, an entity (Company, Branch, Consortium etc.) must
satisfy all the requirements stated in the conditions of said tender. These requirements must be
satisfied for each individual tender the entity will attend.
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GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
GENERAL INFORMATION

• Some of the biggest investments and projects achieved by Turkey has been completed with Public
Private Partnerships. Certain examples would be the Istanbul Airport (IGA), Yavuz Sultan
Selim Bridge (3rd Bridge for Bosphorus), Avrasya Tunnel, and various energy plants whether
renewable or fossil fuel. Even Akkuyu Nuclear Plant is being constructed in a PPP schematic.

• To be granted with these contracts, providing the best deal to the tender is not necessarily
sufficient. There are certain administrations which will approve the bidder, and declare the award.
Before 2016, there were multiple institutions an investor had to appease. However, with the
presidential system, these administrations such as State Planning Institute, High Planning Council
and Budget administration under ministry of Finance has been gathered under the scope of
Presidency itself. Today, Presidency of Strategy and Budget is the administration which takes
such decisions and PPP management.

• The framework of PPP is laid out by the Law No. 3996 “Making Certain Investments and
Services within the Build Operate Transfer Model”, and Law No. 4046 ”Law on
Privatization Applications”.



▪ Text

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
SPECIALIZED CONSTRUCTIONS: ENERGY

There are certain types of construction which require additional

qualifications in the entity that will build them. For example, in order

to build an energy plant the law enforces certain requirements in order

to attend to tenders. Building medical facilities, educational facilities

are also separately regulated.

For example, to build an energy production facility such as Seyitömer
Thermal Power Plant pictured on the right; a company must act in
accordance with the Law No: 3996 and Regulation No:97/9853 on
“Establishment and Operation of Electricty Production and Energy
Sales”. In accordance with the relevant law and regulation,
construction of power plants are under the authority of “TEAŞ”,
Turkish Electricity Anonymous Company. TEAŞ will either create
projects and announce them and hold a tender; or those who have a
project can apply directly to TEAŞ to propose their project.
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GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
SPECIALIZED CONSTRUCTIONS: AIRPORTS

• Airports of Turkey are operated by private firms, who 
also built them in a PPP schematic such as IGA for 
Istanbul Airport and TAV for Sabiha Gökçen Airport. 
However, airport runways are operated by “DHMI”, 
the General Directorate Of State Airports Authority. 
In accordance with the Law No. 3996 and Law 
No. 5335 art. 33; DHMI is authorized with creating 
tenders for BOT operations in order to complete 
constructions of Airports. 

Pictured on the right is the Istanbul Airport. It has been 
constructed by CLK Consortium, and has been built in a 
BOT mechanism.  The operating duration for airports 
cannot exceed 49 years, in accordance with the law. 
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GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
SPECIALIZED CONSTRUCTIONS: WATERWORKS

• Waterworks are one of the most crucial infrastructure of any country. Turkey emphasizes the construction
of efficient waterworks, such as irrigation systems, aqueducts and water delivery systems as well as
sanitation infrastructure. In accordance with the Law No. 6200, “DSİ”, State Waterworks, is the
administration tasked with construction and maintenance of waterwork facilities. However, in accordance
with the Law No. 3996, certain water canals and similar infrastructure can also be constructed by
private entities, chosen with a tender held by DSİ. The tasked company will then enjoy the operating
rights of the infrastructure they have invested to construct, under the scope of law.

Dams could also be constructed within the scope of BOT 
mechanisms. Birecik Dam, pictured on right, is one of 
the examples of dam projects completed in a BOT 
mechanism. Of course, as dams are electricity prodcution 
plants, they are also regulated by the relevant legislation 
described on the prior sections of this presentation, 
about the energy plants.
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GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
SPECIALIZED CONSTRUCTIONS: TOLLWAYS AND BRIDGES

• Means of transportation could also be subjected to BOT projects. For example, bridges, tollways, tunnels,
metro lines etc. could be constructed by Private contractors, as long as they comply with the necessary
legal framework. In accordance with the Law No. 3996 and Law No. 4046, private parties can be
contracted for the construction of such facilities.

• After the successful completion of the project, the contractor will enjoy the rights of operation of the
project for a pre-determined time frame just like the remainder of the specialized constructions.

On the left is Yavuz Sultan Selim Bridge, a major project
completed in a BOT schematic. There are multiple major
projects that are under construction or already been
completed such as Northern Black Sea Highway, Osman
Gazi Bridge and even though still in project phase, Kanal
İstanbul.
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GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
SPECIALIZED CONSTRUCTIONS: NATIONAL SECURITY AND 
DEFENSE 

• Construction of facilities concerning the defense industry and national security of Turkey is an emerging
area for investments. However, any entities that would like to invest in construction of such facilities, is
required to be in cooperation with a local contractor as partner. Foreign entities cannot be individually
granted with these contracts.

• Renovation, construction of military bases, military airfields and such constructions would be considered as
matters of national security. An example is a project for “Project Service for Techical Area Team Test and
Maintenance Center of 58th Artillery Platoon Command” tendered by Ministry of National Defense in 2017.
In the requirements of the tender, it is clearly stated that ”only local (non-foreign) contractors can attend
to the tender … consortiums cannot bid in the tender.”

Pictured on the left is a “Kalekol”, a millitary 
outpost construction project. These 
constructions can only be completed by 
Turkish Entities.Thus, establishing a Turkish 
Company is necessary if such constructions 
will be made.



▪ Text

ADMINISTRATIVE CHALLENGES

After the establishment, the Company can obtain real property and start independent constructions. In
order to start a construction project on a land, the Construction Company will require a permit called
‘Construction Permit’. Besides, the land’s zoning status should be in line with the final construction
product. For example, a hospital can be built only on a a land if the zoning of the land is ’medical
services’ area. A shopping center could be built only on a land if the zoning of the land is ‘commercial
area” etc.

On the left, is an example parcel map. Different areas 
such as residential areas, commercial, etc. has been 
marked. The construction permits could only be acquired 
if the project is in line with the zoning. Under limited 
circumstances, in accordance with the ‘needs’ of an area, 
the zoning could be changed by the relevant 
administration if deemed necessary or upon application 
by the relevant party such as a contractor. However 
changing the zoning of a land may be challenging.  



ADMINISTRATIVE CHALLENGES

After confirming the project is suitable with the zoning of the land, the construction permit
will be granted by the relevant administration. The relevant administration will be the
municipality where the construction will be started. Certain parcels might be under the
authority of the Metropolitan Municipality (for metropolitan cities such as Istanbul, Ankara
etc.) and the remainder of parcel will be under the authority of the local municipality. The
determination of authorized municipality must be made in accordance with the specific
parcel.

Each land will have certain specific limitations about allowed construction project. These
limitations may be total constructable area on a land, the height of the building to be
constructed, requirement of certain facilities, etc.



CHALLENGES
FINANCIAL ISSUES

There are certain financial challenges, an investor will face in Turkey. Any tenders, projects
and contracts to operate in Turkey, will require credible letters of guarantee/credit
issued from reputable Banks. However, especially for government contracts, letters of
credits issued by foreign banks, whether public or private. The letters must be issued by
Turkish Banks. Thus, most of the foreign investors who do not have accounts at Turkish
Banks with which they could acquire a bank guarantee; will have to apply for back-to-back
credits. This double accreditive procedure is a challenge, albeit a common one.

Inflation is another issue for the investor. As Turkey has an inflation rate around 11%,
costs of constructing a project increase with every passing year as the material prices
increase with the inflation. The inflation must be considered in the feasibility studies for
any projects.



CHALLENGES
FINANCIAL ISSUES

One of the prominent financial challenges is the volatility of currency and changes in
the parities. For example, if the tender in question is being held by Turkish Liras, and
because the cost of construction is generally dependent on the USD currency changes;
USD/TRY fluctuations need to be taken into consideration.

On the other hand, Turkey taxes the gains accumulated from the increase in currency.
Increase in USD against TRY is considered being a profit because of currency change and
is subject to tax.
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CHALLENGES
LEGAL COMPLEXITY

As explained before, the tenders for government contracts are regulated by different laws,
aside from the general frame of Law No. 3996. Different administrations are regulated with
different laws and these laws also regulate different procedures for tenders to be organized
by said administrations. Thus, an investor who would like to participate in a specific tender
must refer to the specific legislation and the regulations of the relevant administration
aside the general law for public tenders.

Aside from the laws on tenders, Turkish Tax Codes is also a complex set of laws. Each kind
of tax is regulated by a different law, such as the Corporate Tax, Income Tax, VAT etc.
rather than one tax code regulating different taxes. Thus, working with tax advisors could
be necessary for foreign investors.
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CHALLENGES 
EMPLOYMENT

➢ Employment of foreign individuals in Turkey will bear additional burdens on the
investors. For every single foreign national the investor employs in Turkey, they have
to employ 5 Turkish nationals. This requirement may presents a challenge for the
investor.

➢ Employment of the foreign nationals also present a minor inconvenience until the
permits for the employees are accepted. The employees must remain in the country
until their permits are granted, which could take up to 3 months. During this term, the
employee cannot leave the country for over 15 days, and this leave is subject to
permission from the authorities.

➢ There could be exceptions for state tenders.
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CHALLENGES 
CULTURE AND LANGUAGE

• Cultural differences and language is an issue that appears in every part of the
World. The employees will potentially face with their differences from the
Turkish people. That being said, Turkish people are mostly understanding and
compassionate towards the foreign people. However that does not change
the fact that language and communication will present a challenge for the
employees.

• Especially when their families are concerned, the children of the employees
might face difficulties in public school systems, as the educational system
could have vast differences, especially affecting the children. Spouses of the
employees, if they are not also employed in Turkey, might find it socially hard
to remain in Turkey, as they will have issues to communicate and meet with
new people; potentially harming the conditions of the employee in their
personal life, reducing morale and efficiency.
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PUBLIC DUTIES
TAXES AND DUTIES

▪ All Companies are subject to a “Corporate Tax”. The tax rate has been 22% since 2018 in accordance
with the law “Corporate Tax Code”. The tax is applied to the net income of a Company in the end of
the fiscal year. Certain expenses could be deducted from the tax amount, such as electricity bills,
personnel social security premiums etc.

▪ Turkish tax regime will only tax the net profit, gained from the revenue acquired in Turkey; or if the
operation that created the revenue has been completed in Turkey. Foreign activities of a Company will
not be subject to taxes in Turkey. Mind that establishing a branch or a Company does not change the
responsibilities arising from tax duties. Certain PPP projects might foresee tax benefits or incentives,
specific tax subsidies such as VAT rebates, reduction in total amount of Corporate Tax for a fiscal year
etc.

▪ Social Security duties are also present for Entities who would like to employ people in their operations
in Turkey. Whether the Entity is established as a branch or Company, the social security payments for
the employees must be made.
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LEGAL RECOURSE
ARBITRATION AND INTERNATIONAL 

DISPUTE RESOULTION

✓ Republic of Turkey is a part of New York Convention on Recognition of the International
Arbitration Awards and Turkey has a specific legislation called “International Civil Law” for
recognition of such awards. Investors and foreign parties who have a dispute arising from this
investment can apply for the legal recourses in international chambers for arbitration, depending on
the BIT signed between the origin country of the investor and Turkey.

✓ Aside from the recognition of said arbitral awards, it is possible to execute them in Tukey, in
accordance with the aforementioned legislation.

✓ Arbitration and international dispute resolution aside, certain projects might require Turkish courts to
be exclusively designated for any dispute resolution. In these cases, an investor will have to present
their claim to relevant Turkish Courts.
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CONCLUSION

Republic of Turkey offers many possible types of construction projects to be completed in
conjuncture with private investors. Albeit there are many different areas and types of opportunities, the
investor who would like to benefit from this opportunities must be prepared to comply with the
requirements laid out by the Turkish Administrations.

With the application of new Presidential System, bureaucratic barriers in front of the investors
are reduced, as the investor now has to simply get involved with “Presidency of Strategy and Budget”
and the relevant administration of the proposed project; instead of multiple government agencies with
different mechanisms for decisions.

Even though the application procedure is relevantly simple and the opportunities are vast, due
to the nature of public tenders, the conditions are pre-determined by the Administrations and an
investor must comply with all the conditions laid out for the projects. That being said, the tendering
administration cannot unilaterally change the conditions of the project or the tender, after the investor
receives the award of the tender and starts the projects. Should any disputes arise, International Arbitral
Awards will be recognized and executed in Turkey.
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